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Course Outcomes 

Compulsory Marathi 

B.A I (Semester I) 

 Co1: Knowledge about Walking. 

 Co2: To know the importance of Education.  

Co3: Understand the features of Vinoba Bhave’s literature.  

Co4 : To know the importance of inspiration in life. 

 Co5 : To introduce a folk Literature .  

Co6: To understand the life of Farmer and women .  

Co7 : To introduce poets & their works . 

B.A I Year Sem II 

 Co1: To inform literature of Swami Vivekanand   . 

 Co2: Understand the importance of Marathi  language.  

Co3: To Devolve Scientific View.  

Co4: To know the importance of Mother. 

 Co5: Understand the Letter Writing. 

 Co6: To introduce poets & their works. 

B.A II Year Sem III 

Co1: To inform literature of Sant Literature   . 

 Co2: Understand the importance of Marathi   language.  

Co3: To know the importance of Science.  

Co4: To know the importance of Animals & Birds. 



 Co5: Understand the honor of women. 

 Co6: To introduce poets & their works. 

B.A II Year Sem IV 

 Co1: To know the importance of land. 

 Co2: To know the Comparison of Man and Women . 

 Co3: To know about Science.  

Co4: To know the importance of Mirror. 

 Co5: To introduce the thoughts of Sant Gadge baba. 

 Co6: To understand the sensivity about urban life. 

 Co7: To know the speciality of the poet like Sant Ekanath, Sant Kanhopatra , Rajesh Mahalle, Shanta 

Shelake,Mirza Beg, Anil, Parsawale’s literature. 

B. A. III Year Sem V 

 Co1: To understand humanity.  

 Co2: To know the Power of Mind.  

Co3: To introduce the speciality of Mahatma Fule’s literature. 

 Co4: To know the importance of water.  

Co5: To know the importance of  trees ,nature in our life. 

 Co6: To understand the value of Urban aria. 

 Co7: To understand the value of life.   

Co8:  To know the speciality of poet and their poems like  Tukaram ,Rramdas, Balkavi, Gres, wahru 

Sonavane ,Sukhdev Dhanke literature. 

B. A. III Year Sem VI 

Co1: To understand the thought of Dr. Panjabrao Deshmikh, rajrshi  Shahu Maharaj,and Rajmata Jijau . 

 Co2: To know the importance of food taste in our daily life and our happiness.  

Co3: To introduce the spectacles and its uses. 

 Co4: To know the special character of Arani. 



 Co5: To know factual picture of human life. 

 Co6: To understand the comic events in the story.  

Co7:  To know the speciality of poet and their poems like Sant Shekh Mahamd, Father Stifan, 

Mardhekar, Narayan surve ,dahake,Kavathkar, and Baban Saradkar.  

B.Com I Sem I 

 CO1: Knowledge about Baba Padmanji’s literature. 

 CO2: To understand Feminism . 

 CO3: To understand Power of Young Generation. 

 CO4: Knowledge about Poem . 

 CO5: To understand social restrictions and social responsibility.  

CO6: To develop the selflessness. 

 CO7: To understand the female awareness. 

 CO8: To know about Hamid Dalwai, Baba Padmanji, Baba Amte, Sumitra Gokhale Literature. 

B.Com I Sem II 

 CO1: Understand the works of Sant Kabir.  

CO2: Awareness about nature. 

 CO3: Understand the importance of nature.  

CO4: To know about Democracy.  

CO5: Knowledge about Globalization and Its Effects 

 CO6: To develop good Letter Writing  

CO7: To aware about War. 

 CO8: To introduce poet and their works. 

B.Com II Sem III  

CO1: To know the literature of Dr. V. B. Kolte. 

CO2: To know the features of Dr. Panjabrao Deshmukh. 

CO3: To know the Place of Marathi language in Globalization. 



CO4: Understand the Literature of Poet  Vinda Karndikar  . 

CO5: To Know the importment of advertisement. 

CO6: Understand the literature of Sant Gadge Baba.  

CO7: Knowledge about Relation. 

CO8: To know the speciality of Tukdoji Maharaj, Stive Jobes,  etc. 

B.Com II Sem IV 

 CO1: To inform about science and human life .  

CO2: To inform importance the protection of environment . 

 CO3: Knowledge about happy life. 

 CO4: To know the importance of advertisement.  

CO5: To inform about Mahanubhao samprday .  

CO6: To know about Lilacharitra.  

CO7: To introduce Dr Ambedkar and Mahtma Gandhi.  

CO8: To know the speciality of gangadhar Pantavane Vishnu Solanke Narayan Surv’s literature. 

B.Com III Year Sem V 

 CO1:. To understand the value of Water, Nature and Globalization. 

 CO2:  To understand ideology of Shahu Maharaj  about Education . 

 CO3: To know the speciality of Writers like V. D. Savarakar, Agarkar and  Mahtma Fule.   

B.Com III Year Sem VI 

 CO1: To understand the value of advertisement. 

CO2:  To know the effects of dowry system. 

CO3: To know the effects of pollution. 

CO4: To introduce poet and their works. 

B.Sc I Sem. I 

 CO1: To understand the importance of science in our life. 



 CO2: To know the importance of values in our life. 

 CO3: To introduce poets & their works. 

B.Sc I Sem. II 

CO1: To know the importance of values in our life. 

CO2: To introduce Writers and poets & their works. 

Co3 : To Develop Scientific  approach.  

Marathi Literature 

B. A. I Sem. I  

CO1:  To Create an interest in literature. 

CO2: To introduce Novel and Writer. 

Co3 : To Understand Modern Poem. 

CO4: To understand the value of Water. 

B. A. I Sem. II 

CO1: To know the importance of values in our life. 

CO2: To introduce One act Play. 

Co3: To Understand   Modern Poem 

Co4 :  To Increase  the critical attitude about literature studies. 

B. A. II Sem. III 

CO1: To know the importance of values in Marathi Story. 

CO2: To introduce Story Writers and his Story. 

Co3 : To Develop Scientific  approach to Literature . 

B. A. II Sem. IV  

CO1: To know the importance of values in Athvaniche  Pakshi . 

CO2: To introduce ancient Marathi literature. 

CO2: To introduce   Lilacharitra and life of Shree Chakradharswami and Shree Govinprabhu  . 



Co3 : To Develop Sensibility . 

CO2: To introduce autobiography  

B. A. III Sem. V 

CO1: To introduce D. M. Mirasdar and his  literature.  

CO2: To Develop the language to Literature. 

B. A. III Sem. VI 

CO1:  To introduce  Biography of Carver and his work.  

.Co2 : Increasing the critical attitude about literature studies 

PO/Marathi 

Students completing Graduation with Marathi,  Marathi literature  as an optional  Subject  will get 

knowledge about 

 PO1: Our rich and everlasting cultural heritage. 

 PO2: Valued knowledge traditions, esoteric philosophical systems, esteemed ethical and value system.  

PO3: Great contributions made in different fields of knowledge by ancient Indians. 

 PO4: Uniqueness and greatness of Marathi language and literature. 

 PO5: Desire to acquire knowledge in and about Marathi, our heritage, traditions and culture. 

PSO/ Marathi 

PSO1: Create an interest in literature. 

 PSO2: Availing the job opportunities in translation, transformation and Media.  

PSO3: Developing the language. 

PSO4: Increasing the critical attitude about literature studies. 

 PSO5: Understand the interrelation between literature and society.  

PSO 6: Understand the nature of language and literature. 

PSO 7: Contemporary writers, poets understand the flow of thought. 

 PSO8: Information about phonetics. 



Marathi Literature 

PSO1:Students should be introduced to this literary type of ideological essay poetry.  

PSO2:The rules of Marathi writing should be understood from this study.  

PSO3:It is expected that they will be able to print. 

PSO4: It is expected that the students will be able to study the literary genres of novels and poems in a 

meticulous manner, be able to express themselves, take notes, write essays and evaluate literary works. 
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M A Marathi 

Course Outcome  

M A Part I  Sem I 

 Know the form of Literature i.e.[poetry,  Folk literature]  

 Understand concepts of Poetry and Folk literature. 

 To know different literary types and analysis then. 

 To make student aware of literature which contribute in Indian culture. 

 To know various stages of development of Marathi Language. 

 To know the nature and purpose of Language.  

 To know historical study, descriptive study for Linguistic Research..  

M A MARATHI PART I SEM. II 

 Understand the importance of interrelationship between Society and Literature. 

 Develop ethical thinking. 

 To criticize the literature  

 To understand the folk literature. 

 To know the novel. 

 To know various stages of development of Marathi Language 

 Know the concepts of Gandhism, Marxism, Ambedkarism. 

M A Part II  Sem III 

 Know the form of Literature i.e.[ dalit sahity ]  

 Understand concepts of ancient Marathi Poetry and Sant sahitya . 

 To know different literary types and analysis then. 

 To know the nature and purpose of Language.  

 To know historical study, descriptive study for Linguistic Research. 

 To know the official writing in Marathi language.  

M A Part II  Sem IV 

 To develop commutation skills and motivate them to make career in Marathi. 

 Know the form of Literature.  

 Understand concepts of Poetry and Folk literature. 

 To know different literary types and analysis then. 

 To make student aware of literature which contribute in Indian culture. 

 To know various stages of development of Marathi Language. 

 To know the nature and purpose of Language.  

 To know historical study, descriptive study for Linguistic Research..  

 



Program specific Outcomes (PSO)  

PSO1: To make students learn various literary streams, their nature, scope etc. 

 PSO2: To go through the contemplation by numerous thinkers on human life, values, and human 

problems expressed in Marathi.  

PSO3: To enhance empathy, inclusiveness, tolerance and human values. 

 PSO4: To make the students study multi-disciplinary aspects of Marathi.  

PSO5: To learn about Marathi culture with its variety and plurality Indian culture. 

 PSO6: To develop commutation skills and motivate them to make career in Marathi. 

PROGRAM OUTCOMES 

*After completion the Post-Graduation in Arts/Humanities/ Social Sciences the student would  Have 

deep knowledge and understanding about all possible aspects in the subject by making use of 

reference books, research journals, periodicals and internet facilities.  

• Have the details of important landmarks of development of it PG subject since ancient time. • 

Critically evaluate the works of various authors or social scientists by considering the strength and 

weakness and suggestions probable modifications for improvement. 

 • Understood how the developments in the field of Humanities have improves the quality of life and 

how they have satisfied the aspirations, intensions likes and dislikes and how they could modify 

them.  

• Realize how the studies in Humanities have led to various social, economic, political changes over 

last few centuries.  

• Able to predict the future course of the developments in the subject and the various factors that 

are likely to influence them and how they will change the life of common man. 

 • Taken up an independent research project, plan and execute it and present the results and 

conclusions systematically at the end. 

 • Taken up independent creative writing or various aspects in literature, social, economic political, 

environmental issues in the form of story, poetry, research articles, reports, etc in various periodicals 

& journals.  

• Recognized that studies in humanity will dissolve differences & inequalities due to caste, creed and 

religion, social status etc leading to human dignity which will help to create social & national 

integration.  

• Participated & led various activities related to literature & social issues in order to create social 

awareness and harmony. Faculty of Arts/ Humanities/ Social Sciences 


